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1 Introduction 
Document N2634 presented a proposal for encoding the Tai Lue script, which proposal was by 
WG2 in M44 (resolution M44.1.e). Subsequently, in ballot comments on the PDAM for 
Amendment 1 (cf. SC 2/N3730) and in the Chinese contribution to WG2, N2748, China 
requested various revisions to what had been approved at M44. Among these was a request that 
certain characters representing combinations of a consonant with a labialization ‘VA’ mark be 
decomposed; corresponding to this, the proposed revision included the addition of a new 
character for the combining ‘VA’ mark. 

The Chinese request in N2748 did not provide specific argumentation to support the request for 
encoding a combining ‘VA’ mark. This document, therefore, considers evidence that would be 
relevant in making this decision. 

2 Some basic criteria 
It is assumed here that certain basic criteria exist for determining when to encode a separate 
combining mark that can dynamically compose with base characters rather than encoding 
atomic characters for particular base + diacritic combinations. For instance, one criterion that is 
assumed is that a diacritic mark must have some identity independent of any particular base 
character in order for it to be encoded as a separate character, and likewise that the base must 
have some identify independent of the diacritic. 

Another criterion assumed to be necessary is that the mark in question should be able to 
combine productively with various base characters. If a mark occurs only on one base character, 
or a very small number (e.g. two, three) of base characters, then there is no particular economy 
gained by encoding it as a distinct combining character rather than encoding the particular 
base/diacritic combinations as atomic characters. 

These two criteria are considered necessary for encoding a combining mark. It is important to 
note, on the other hand, that they are not necessarily assumed here to be sufficient criteria.  
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These criteria, and in particular the latter, are relevant for considering the encoding of the VA 
mark. Treating the VA mark in Tai Lue as a combining mark introduces a potentially large 
degree of complexity to the implementation of the script. To justify encoding it as a combining 
mark, therefore, we should expect to find a number of dynamic combinations in which the VA 
mark would be used. If it is only used in a small number of combinations, however, the overall 
economy of the encoding implementation may be improved by representing each combination 
as an atomic character. 

3 Evidence that might be used against encoding a combining VA mark 
There are various descriptions of the Tai Lue script from which samples have been made 
available—linguistic works, literacy books and dictionaries—and in all of these, there are four 
labialized consonants listed (i.e., four consonants with the VA mark): high and low /kwa/ and 
/xwa/. 

 
Figure 1. Four labialized (velar) consonants listed in SCEM, p. 72. 
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Figure 2. Four labialized (velar) consonants listed in LA1, p. 72. 

This corresponds to the linguistic facts of the Tai family of languages: in reconstructions of 
proto-Tai phonology, there are only labialized variants for the velar consonants. (See, for 
instance, F-K Li.) 

Beyond the historical Tai roots, languages of the region often have loans from Pali or Sanskrit 
origins, and loans of Indo-Aryan origin can involve many different clusters of the form /Cv/. Yet 
these other combinations are not cited as involving a VA mark in the various sources that have 
been available. Rather, it has been reported to me (William Hanna, personal communication), 
that these are written with the full letter VA. For instance, “” /tawiːp/ ‘continent’. 
Reportedly, then, the VA mark is not used in these combinations. 

In addition to the four labialized velar consonants, of course, there is also the high class VA, 
which is written like HA with the VA mark, “”, and also the abbreviation for the particle /lew/, 
“”. Beyond these two special cases, though, these documents show no productive use of the 
VA mark except with the velar consonants. 

To preserve the overall economy of the encoding, therefore, it could be argued that it is best to 
represent each of these combinations as pre-composed, atomic characters. 

4 Evidence that might be used in favour of encoding a combining VA mark 
What is reported above comes from certain sources. Other sources offer differing evidence, 
however. In particular, I received correspondence from Mr. Yin Jianmin (of Huaguang 
Technology Co.) indicating that other combinations for labialized consonants were, in fact used: 
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high and low /sva/ and /tva/, and low /lva/. He provided samples taken from documents 
comparing the new Tai Lue script with old Tai Lue writing, derived from Lanna script.  

So, for instance, in Figure 3, the text in the blue highlight is in the old orthography (which can 
be distinguished by the sub-joined NGA and the diacritic mark for /o/), while the text in the red 
highlight is in the newer Tai-Lue-script orthography: 

 
Figure 3. Libialized low /ta/ in comparison of old and New Tai Lue writing (Dao 1989) 

The portion of the sample using the Tai Lue script clearly shows the VA mark combining with 
the low TA character. 

The set of samples provided by Yin Jianmin showing the VA mark on consonants other than the 
four velar consonants are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5: 

 
Figure 4. Libialized low /cwa/, high /thwa/ (Dao 1989) 
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Figure 5. Libialized high /thwa/, low /twa/, low /lwa/, high /swa/ and low /swa/ (Dao 1989) 

In these examples: there are several consonants in addition to the velar consonants that take the 
VA mark: high and low /sa/, low /ta/, high /thaw/, and low /lwa/. 

What is particularly interesting to note in these examples is that they involve comparisons of 
the old and new writing systems for Tai Lue script. This appears to suggest that there may be 
some variation in spelling conventions, with some authors writing some clusters using full VA, 
but with others using the VA mark on various consonants, under the influence of the old script, 
as shown here. 

The issue here is that it suggests a potential for a large number of libalized combinations that 
occur in Lanna script, and presumably, potentially in the Tai Lue script as well. For instance, for 
Northern Thai text, the following clusters (high and/or low versions) are written in Lanna script 
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using a sub-joined VA mark: /kw/, /kʰw/, /tw/, /ʔw/, /cw/, /sw/, /jw/, /ŋw/, /ñw/ and /lw/. This 
suggests, then, a potential of twenty different labialized consonants. One might argue that to 
encode all of these as atomic characters would be less economical than encoding the VA mark 
as a separate character. 

Of course, this argument is based on hypothetical combinations that could potentially occur in 
Tai Lue script, but that haven’t been attested yet. There is another problem, though: as the 
examples in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 are all taken from a context of comparing the old 
and the new script, it is natural to wonder whether the author was writing Tai Lue script as it is 
conventionally defined, or whether the author was intermixing scripts. The fact that sources 
other than such comparisons list only the velar consonants could perhaps be taken as indicating 
that these examples involve intermixing of the old and new scripts. 

5 Conclusion 
The evidence regarding productive combinations involving the VA mark is not entirely clear. 
Several references have been seen supporting only velar consonants in labialized form, while 
one source has shown several other consonants having velarized forms. On the other hand, that 
single source may not be representative of conventional use of Tai Lue script. The status of the 
samples provided by Yin Jianmin needs to be determined in order to clarify whether they 
constitute valid evidence for a separate VA mark, or whether they constitute nothing more than 
irrelevant cases of mixing scripts. 
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